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ASSTRACT

We surdied plagioclase phenocrysts from West Valley, the Endeavour Ridge and the Heck chain of seamounts of the
northem Juan de Fuca Ridge using Nomarski imaging and detailed electron-microprobe scans in order to further document
differences between magna-chamber processes in ridge and seamount environments. Chemical aad texnral variations in the
zonation of plagioclass phenocrysts and megacrysts pqovide insights into the pre-eruptive history of the relevant magmas. Both
seamount and ridge samples exhibit texturally complex pattems of zoning. Plagioclase phenocrysts from the seamounts,
however, vary by less than 97o An conteng and there is little measurable variation in An coffent within zones or between zones.
The texture$ and chemistry can be accounted for by changes in temperature and pressure as the magma rose to the surface, or
back mixing involving very similar magrnas. In contrast, ridge samples vary by up to 2lVo An content- In some cases, it is
possible to correlate resorption surfaces with chemical variations, providing evidence for the timing ofmixing and the minimum
number ofmagmas involved- The Endeavour Ridge rocks have not preserved mineralogical evidence for mixing, possibly owing
to more efficient mixing associated with robust volcanism.

Keywords: plagioclase, Nonanki" mineralogy, Juan de Fuca Ridge, seamounts, rift, magma mixing.

Som,laRs

Nous avons 6tudi6 les ph6nocristaux de plagioclase proveDant de West Valley, de la creE Endeavour, et de la chaine de
guyots de Heck sur le secteur nord de la crOte Juan de Fuca Notre 6tude, fond6e sur images de Nomarskiet des donndes
chimiques obtenues. par migrosonde dlectronique, visait d pr€ciser les diffdrences dans les pioc€ssus au niveau de la chambre
magmatique dans les dedx milieux, soit guyot et crote. Les variations texturales et compositionnelles dans la zonation des
ph6nosristaux et des m6gactistaux de plagioclase permettent de ddcrire certains aspects de l'6volution pr6-6ruptive des magnas.
les dchantillons de plalioclase des deux milieux font preuve de zonation complexe. La composition de ceux. du guyot ne varie
que l6gbrement (moins que 9Vo en tenew du p6le anorthite), et a peine d I'int6rieur d'une seule zone ou d'une zone I I'autre.
L€s textures et la constance en composition pourraient bien s'expliquer par des changements en tempdrature,et en composition
pendant la mise en place du ma@a, venl la surface, ou par m6lange de magmas trds semblables. Par coritret l\€t6rog€n6it6
des 6chantillons de plagioclase de la c€te est plus grande, atteignant 2lVo en teneur du p6le anorthite. Il nous est
possible d'dtablir un lien entre certaines surfaces de r6sorption et des variations importantes en composition, ce qui semble
indiquer les 6tapes de m6langes magmatiques s1 ls 166hg minimum de liquides impliqu6s. ks roches de la sr6te Endeavour
ne conservent aucun indice min6ralogique de mdlange, peut€tre d cause de I'efficacit6 du ph6nombne associd i un volcanisme
plus vigoureux.

(Iraduit par la R6daction)

Mots-cVs: plagioclase, Nomarski, min6ralogie, guyots, rift, m6lange de magnas, cr0G Juan de Fuca.

* Present address: Ottawa-Carleton Geoscience Centre, Department of Geology, University of Ottawa, I 6 1 Louis Pasteur Drive,
Otawa. Onerio KIN 6N5.
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INTRoDUcrroN

hevious studies of mid-ocean-ridge basatt (MORB)
have shown that the phenocryst phases provide insight
into the pre-eruptive history of the relevant magmas
(Kuo & Kirkpatrick 1982). Plagioclase phenocrysts are
particulady .useful because they settle out of the
coexisting melt at slower rates than olivine and
clinopyroxene and, owing to similar densify, may even
float in the magma @lthon 1984). Plagioclase pheno-
crysts are capable of recording subtle variations in the
conditions of crystallization and are therefore very
usefirl in elucidating such processes as magma mixing,
convection and variations in temperature and pressure
@earce et aI.1987, Pearce & Clark 1989, Pearce &
Kolisnik 1990, Stamatelopoulou-Seymovr et al. L990).

Magma mixing is widely recognized as a funda-
mental feature of mid-ocean-ridge magma chamben
@ungan & Rhodes 1978, Kuo & Kirkpatrick 1982,
Nabelek & Langmuir 1986, Hummler & Whitechurch
1988, Davis & Clague 1990). Magma mixing is recog-
nized in the decoupling of the major and trace elements
in MORB (Rhodes et al. 1979, Stakes er al. 1984,
Dixon & Clague 1986). Disequilibrium compositions of
phenocrysts, phenocryst morphology, complex pattems
ofzoning, and the occurrence ofmore than one popula-
tion of phenocrysts within a sample are also indicative
of magma mixing (e.9., Rhodes et al. L979, Kuo &
Kirkpatrick 1982, Nabelek & Langmuir 1986, Davis &
Clague 1990, Van Wagoner & Iryboume 1991).

Volcanic rocks recovered from various small off-
axis seamounts adjacent to mid-ocean ridges typically
lack mantle xenoliths, are on average more primitive in
composition, typically lack clinopyroxene phenocrysts,
and typically host relatively unzoned phenocrysts of
olivine and plagioclase. These features suggest that
magma mixing and crustal assimilation are of minor
significance for seamount petrogenesis @ornai et al.
1988, Allan et al. 1988, 1989, Leyboume & Van
Wagoner 1991).

The purpose of this paper is to compare the patterns
ef 2sning and growth textures in plagioclase pheno-
crysts from ridge and off-ridge environmentso and to
ascertain how these relate to pefrogenetic processes,
using the northem end of Juan de Fuca Ridge as an
example. The sample set includes rocks from a small
off-axis chain of seamounts, the active part of a
spreading system, a fractme zone and a bounding axial
ridge. The study involved the use of conventional
petrographic lsphniques, electron-microprobe data and
Nomarski differential interference contrast (DIC)
microscopy. These techniques provide a powerfrrl tool
for the study of the pre-eruption history of MORB.

REGToNAL Grolocy aNo Sewrr LocanoNs

Juan de Fuca Ridge is situaied in the northeastern
Pacific Ocean and has a spreading rate of 5.8 cm/yr

(tulI rate) CVine & Wilson 1965). The West Valley
Segment is the northernmost part of Juan de Fuca
Ridge and is characterized by several deep axial
valleys separated by axial ridges @g. 1). West Valley
is the current locus of spreading, whereas Middle
Valley to the east is filled witl turbiditic sediments
derived from the North American continental margin
(Davis et al. L976). West Valley is only partly
sediment-covered, with fresh pillow, lobate, and sheet
flows exposed on the seafloor (kybourne & Van
Wagoner 1992). West Valley is bounded to the north
by the Sovanco Fracture Tnne and to the south by the
Endeavour Offset where West Valley forms an over-
lapping spreading center with the Endeavour Ridge
(Fig. 1). Perpendicular to the West Valley ridge axis at
the Endeavour Offset is the Heck Seamount Chain. a
small off-axis chain of seamounts (Leyboume & Van
Wagoner 1991).

The samples used in this study were recovered by
dredgmg and are from the axis of West Valley (8706;
8803), Middle Ridge, the eastern bounding ridge of
Middle Valley (7016-2; 7123-L), the Sovanco
Fracture Zone Qll5-5), the Endeavour Ridge (8601)
and the Heck Seamount Chain (8801; 8802; 7016-5)
(Frg. l). Collection methods, detailed petrographic
descriptions and geochemisry of the samples are given
in Van Wagoner & Leyboume (1991) and Irybourne
& Van Wagoner (1991). The terminology used to
describe crystal texture follows Donaldson & Brown
(1977) afiBryn(1979).

ANALYTcAL TFcHIlraIrss

Major- and minor-element geochemisfly of mineral
phases and volcanic glass was determined from

TABLE 1. REP8ESENTATIlIE col,PGmONS' OF @nE AND Rnl
OFPI.AGI@INSE

Ssmde# SiO: Alzor FeO Mgo CsO Na2O To&l Ar Ab

88e2-03 w fi.45 31.60 0.49 o.x 17.39 1.82 98.98 84.1 15.9
dn 5024 29.85 0.62 037 l51l 2.80 9J8 75.6 24.4

8$2-03 ffi 4.74 31.06 0.51 0.A rc,92 22a 9,67 E1.0 19.0
dm Stgz n.CZ 0,95 0J0 1410 3.* 9.6 692 30.8

7016tA m 16-18 31.63 0.J1 0r0 18.16 1.40 98.15 97.1 l2;9
riE 52.13 n,96 1.03 0.53 14.19 3.46 9.35 69.4 n6

8802-10 @ 47.95 31.&i 0.46 0.33 17.48 1.89 9.t4 83.6 16.1
rim 48.51 32.m 0.56 0.13 16.61 Ln *.70 E3.5 16.5

880t-10 @ 47.@ 37.65 O.44 024 1?.60 ,.83 99,40 E3.8 162
dn 50.19 D.& 0.74 035 15.36 2.S7 98,90 74.7 2l.3

tr/0605 @ 48,43 31.78 0.6 0.14 13.83 \55 9.43 71.5 25
rin 50.16 ,.90 0.68 024 14.41 320 9E.JE 113 28.7

8706$ @ 49.45 30.53 O49 027 15-18 2.89 9E.31 74.4 25.6
riE 50.68 29.49 O.T3 0g l3.r3 337 gt.X 69.5 30.4

880341 @ 47.91 31.82 0.38 O.n 9.50 1.79 99.62 t4.4 15.6
ti@ 56.44 24,6 7.19 l.I5 11.41 4.91 1@36 562 43-8

7llts.C @ 46.33 3329 0.46 0.18 18.69 l.l7 100.12 89.8 tol
tia 51.53 29.14 0.47 0.16 14.63 3.n 9.29 71.0 29.0

TllJ-5{ @ *.4 3L8, 0.30 0.20 18.3? 1.41 99.80 n.8 D2
dn tZlt 29.@ 0.72 0.39 14.60 3,45 1@.34 Tttl 29.9

701&2-19 lm 47,A 3l.X 0.30 0.23 17,83 1,t5 9.ll 86.4 13.6
nm $,46 28.41 0.78 o58 14.E 3.64 101.09 6t4 31.6

' C@podorc aa d€ircd im dscfq-mtrroprobe &ia, ad d6 qqed h wtt6,
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Ftc. 1. Seabeam bathymery map of the study area (from Davis et al, 1987) showing the sample locations and main tectonic
components. The regional setting of the study area is shown on the inset map.
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standard carbon-coated polished thin sections using a
JEOL 733 four-spectrometer electron microprobe at
Dalhousie University. All analyses were carried out
with a 15 kV electron acceleration potential and a
12.4 nA sample current using a focused beam of
electons (1 mm). Mineral standards [sanidine (Al, Si),
jadeite (Na), kaersutite (Mg, Ti), gamet (Fe)l were
used for Ore quantitative analysis of plagioclase. An
in-house sideromelane standard was used for the
analysis of glass. The data were reduced using an
on-line Link matrix-correction progmrn (ZAD. Linear
taverses from core to rim of plagioclase phenocrysts
and megacrysts were carried out using an automated
energy-dispersion system. Representative electron-
microprobe data are given in Table 1. Full data-sets are
available from the Depository of Unpublished Data"
CISTI. National Research Council of Canada Otlawa,
Ontario KlA 0S2.

The Nomarski differential interference contrast
(DIC) imaging technique was used to highlight the
subtle variations in plagioclase zoning. This technique
provides information on zoning characteristics that are
important in the interpretation of residence time in
magma chambers, and of episodes of growth or
dissolution during reaction rvith the magma. Features
of rapid growth can be distinguished from features
indicative of slower growtl.

The Nomarski imagng technique involves etching
of polished thin sections with concentrated fluoboric
acid QIBF), followed by neutralization with Na2Co3.
This process preferentially leaches the Ca-rich portions
of plagioclase crystals, producing a microtopographic
relief that allows observation of small variations in
the An content. Owing to this preferential etching, the
Nomarski technique gives qualitative compositional
information.

Rrsurrs oN SEAMoUNT RocKs

In general, the rocks are aphyric to very sparsely
phyric, with only a few samples containing more than
27o phetocrysts. Megacrysts are rare, and commonly
host a fluid-inclusion-charged core (e.5., Fig. 2G).
Phenocrysts are slightly mote common than
megacrysts. They are smallero bladed to equant, and
co--only in glomerophyric relationships. Micro-
phenocrysts are cornmon in pillow basalts @gs. 2P,
Q), but rare to absent in glassy fragments of sheet
flows.

Nomarski DIC images of plagioclase phenocrysts
from rocks from East Peak show several interesting
features. Where there is an obvious core, it is
characterized by a fritted texture and diffrrse zonation
@igs. 2B, E, [I;. It shows little chemical variation (e.9.,
Figs. 2C, F, I). The plagioclase crystals are typicaly
characterized by resorption surfaces at the core-
mantle boundary, resulting in angular unconformities
(Figs. 28, E, H, K, N). However, there typically is little

chemical change across these boundaries (3.2 -

8.6Vo An).
The mantle regions of the majority of the plagio-

clase crystals studied are characterized by regular, con-
formable zones that show up clearly in the Nomarski
images @gs.2B, E, H, N). Rarely, phenocrysts display
"packages" of euhedral zones bounded by a distinct
anhedral surface that forms angular unconformities
with subsequent growtr-zones @igs. 28, K). In either
case, there is little chemical variation across zones
or dissolution surfaces, within the accuracy of the
microprobe determinations @gs. 2C, F, I, O). There
typically is a sharp drop in An content at the rim ofthe
crystals.

Some of the samples from the seamounts show an
unusual texture in the glassy flow-margins (Figs. 2P,
Q), which usually etches without retef. The texture
gives the glass a "swirly" appearance, with gradational
contacts between variably etched bands. Two detailed
ffaverses across the glass in sample 8801-01 were
carried out with the electron microprobe at 5-mm
intervals. Whereas the etching by IIBFa provides a
textural indication of chemical heterogeneity, the
microprobe results show only subtle chemical varia-
tions, which are near its detection limit @g. 2R; total
variation in CaO in the fwo traverses is 0.33 and
0.40 wt%o).

Rrsulrs oN RDcE RocKs

West Valley North ( 8706-05, 870647 )

Although the margin of many phenocrysts exhibits
reaction with the melt, euhedral phenocrysts are
common. The plagioclase phenocrysts can be divided
into three groups based on their size and textures.
Type-l phenocrysts range from 1 to 2 mm in length,
and are rare. Their texture is characterized by a
complex inclusion-charged core enclosed by diffrrse
zones @igs. 3A, B). Diffirse zones are present in the
interior of the type-l phenocryst analyzed (Ftg. 3B).
This portion of the crystal is separated from the
younger portion by a resorption event marked by a
rounded interface associated with angular uncon-
formities between the core and the mantle (large
arow, Fig. 3B). The edge of ttre core is marked by a
decline in An content of 87o @g. 3C). Anorthite
content increases sharply at the edge ofthe surround-
ing zone of dissolution and declines radically tbrough
that zone (l2.7Vo An). Note that altlough the sharp
zones outside this dissolution atea ate not euhedral,
most are conformable, indicating that 1) growth was
nearly continuous, and 2) only a small change in
chemistry occurs across these sharp boundaries (3.57o
An). In general, this fype of crystal shows the
strongest variation in An content in the core and
mantle of the West Valley North rocks (20.5Vo An)
@e.3c).



Type-2 phenocrysts are about 0.4 to I mm in length
and represent about 10 to 1.5Vo of the total population
ofphenocrysts. They are characterized by a core that is
more calcic than the mantle that surrounds them. A
distinct rounded resorption-induced surface charac-
terized by numerous angular unconformities separates
this core from the mantle. The resorption was appar-
ently so intense that the older part of the crystal inside
this surface was reduced to a crystal fragment with an
irregular dissolution-surface that later served as a
nucleus for the present crystal @ig. 3E). The core is
carlcic and fairly unifomr in composition (Anzs.:+r.s).
There is a large decrease in An content aciois-iiiis
resorption surface, down to An66.9. Dissolution zones
occur within the mantle, separating "packages,, of fine
euhedral zones. There is a general increase in An
content throughout the man111s region, then a sharp
decrease at the rim (Fig. 3D.

Type-3 phenocrys* represent the microphenocryst
population and are the most abundang comprising up
to 80 to 85Vo of the plagioclase crystals present.
Crystals in this group exhibit 30- to 160-mm-thick
"packages" of mostly conformable euhedral zones;
these zones are periodically intemrpted by distincl
single anhedral zones associated with angular uncon-
formities. This regular anangement of ..packages,, of
euhedral zones bounded by dissolution-induced zones
appears to be cyclic throughout most of these crystals
@gs. 3E, K). Each bounded "package,, consists of
L0 to L2 euhedral zones. The core-to-mantle variation
9 A" i" these crystals is minor (Anos.a_za.s), with the
dissolution surfaces marked by only subtle changes in
chemistry @gs. 3I, L, O). In ftue cases, the anhedral
zones are absenl and the crystals are entirely made up
of conformable euhedral zones. The entire radius of
such crystals probably represents one oopackage,,
of euhedral zones in the above crystals (Fig. 3N), a
feature noted previously in plagioclase phenocrysts
from Mt. St. Helens @earce et al. 1987),

West Valley Cental i88A341)

Plagioclase is the most common mineral in these
very glassy rocks and typically occurs as equant
megacrysts. Smaller bladed phenocrysts are less
courmon, and microphenocrysts axe rare. The core of
the analyzed megacryst shows a hieroglyphic texture,
indicative of resorption, and diffirse compositional
zones (Figs. 3P, Q). The edge of the core grades
into distinct zones that show an increase followed
by a decline in An content, from 88.1 to 6g.4%o
(Fig. 3R). The irregular rim is a complex intergrowth
of two plagioclase compositions, as indicated by
differences in relief and small variations in measured
An content (68.4 - 7L.5Vo). The outermost skeletal
zone surrounds and fills the embayments of the adja-
cent zone and has a relatively low An content (56.2Vo)
@gs.3P-R).

PLAGIOCI.A,SE PHENOCRYSTS. ruAN DE zuCA RIDGE s75

Mi.ddle Ridse (70 I 6-2-1 9)

Plagioclase megacrysts are the dominant crystal
form, are typically inclusion-rich, show minor reaction
with the melt at their margins and commonly fonn
complex glomerophyric masses. Mcrophenocrysts are
volumeaically subordinate, and phenocrysts tue raro.

The megacrysts have large core areas that com-
monly show numerous inclusions @g. 4B), diffiise
zoning @ig. 4E), and hieroglyphic textures (Fig.  I0.
The cores are all very calcic (Anr6.r_n2.). The
boundaries between the core and mantlJir6-tibi"ully
marked by a resorption-induced surface with moderate
to little chemical variation across the boundary (i.9 -
4.5Vo An; Figs. 4C, F, f). The mantle regions also
are complex, with well-defined hieroglyphic zones
(Fig. 4B); angular unconfonnities with subsequent
growth filI in the embayments (Figs. 4E, tf). The
crystals show moderaie variation in An content across
the core and manfle regions (6.5Vo An, Figs. 4A{;
L1,.5Vo An, Figs.4D-F; l0.LVo An, Figs.4G-I).

Sovanco Fracture bne (7115-5-C)

Large, tabular euhedral to subhedral plagioclase
megacrysts are dominant. Their margins are typically
embayed and anhedral, cores are inclusion-rich, and
are commonly in complex glomerocrysts. Micro-
phenocrysts are common, and phenocrysts, rare.

The complexly zoned megacrysts show
resorption-induced zones; many of the larger crystals
have a distinct two-stage history @gs. 4J-L, M-O).
They have a large core with diffrrse and, commonly,
inclusion-charged zones. In this way, they are similar
to the megacrysts from Middle Ridge sample
701,6-2-L9. The cores are calcic (Anr6.a4e.). The
boundary between the core and mantle is marked by a
subtle reaction-surface and a moderate drop in An
content (6 - lUVo An). The outer mantle areas are
characterized by a resorption surface and fine zones
that are conformable to the reaction surface. The fine
zones are characterized by a sharp drop in An content
(11-L6Vo An). This drop is followed by another sharp
drop at the rim, to An61.1_61.5. Both crystals appear to
have undergone similar histories, given the broadly
similar compositional profiles and ranges in core-
to-rim variation (core and mantle compositions vary
over the range A&7.1_s9.a and An r.*r.7; rim composi-
tions vary over the range An r.o-ur.1 and Aq1.s.61.5i
Figs.4L, O).

Endeavour Ridge ( 860 I 42 )

Plagioclase occurs as rare small phenocrysts
(S 300 mm). Plagioclase microlites are common. The
phenocrysts are generally euhedrat to subhedral,
tabular to bladed, rarely with a corroded core.
Figures 5A-B shows a typical phenocryst of plagio-
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Ftc. 4 (continued). (f )(PL image of a plagioclase phenocryst from sarnple 7115-5-C, Sovanco Fracture Zone. (K) Nomarski
DIC image of the above crystal. Detail 6f ths 2sning is enhanced in this image. Note the stong and difftrse resorption-
induced surfaces [denoted R and D, respectivety]. (L) Core-to-rim variation in An content in the above crystal.
(M) XPL image of a plagioclase phenocryst from sample 71 15-5{, Sovanco Fracture Zone. CompositieaslL 2qning ii evi-
dent at the edge of the crystal. Note fts 26ning around the large glass inclusions (anow). (N) Nomarski DIC imagi of the
above crystal. Note also the fine-scale sharp zoning that surrounds the large devitrified glass inclusions (arrow) and resorp-
tion surfaces [denoted R on figure]. (O) Core-to-rim variation in An content in the above crystal.
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clase with its fine-scale euhedral zoning and sector
zoning. This crystal has apparently had a very simple
history and contains only a small, diffirse core. The
core area is slightly more sodic (Anrn.e-75.) than
the euhedral zones (An76.*r0.5), with the exception
of the outer rim (Ary1.e). The euhedral zones display
little variation in chemistry (l.5Vo An).

Middle Ridse (7123-l)

Plagioclase crystals are dominantly euhedral, bladed
to acicular and skeletal microphenocrysts. The
microphenocrysts typically have a small core-area
bounded by a rounded resorption-induced surface.
Little or 10 26ning is evident in the Nomarski images,
and chemical changes are minor (core-to-rim variation
An,., -+ An64.d.

DrscussroN

Seamount rocl<.s

The seamount rocks contain rare plagioclase
megacrysts and phenocrysts. Although many plagio-
clase phenocrysts in samples from sea:nounts have
simple patterns of zoning and show little evidence of a
complex history (e.9., Fig. 2E), megacrysts commonly
show resorption-induced features and, in some cases,
exhibit good textural evidence for complex histories
(e.g., Figs. Zl, K). However, the detailed electron-
microprobe scans show that the extent of chemical
variation within a megacryst is typically small. The
resorption-induced surfaces and reaction textures
(Frg. 2) suggest convectional overturn, and back-
mixing between two magmas that are very closely
rclatrd (i.e., cogenetic). This proposal is consistent
with the slight chemical variation that accompanies the
resorption events and with the primitive (Mg# in
the range 63-69; Leybourne & Van Wagoner 1991)
and aphanitic nature (Iable 1) of the seamount rocks,
indicating limited residence-times in subcrustal
magma-chambers (ryboume & Van Wagoner 1991).
Back-mixing implies that the magma conduit(s) must
have been suffrciently large and persistent to sustain
overturns or mixing of different magma-
batches. The degree of dissolution that occurs at the
edge of euhedral zoning-sequences seelns to be less
than the amount considered to be caused by mixing of
chemically different magmas (Pearce &' Kelisnik
1990). Rare phenocrysts have a clearly complex
history, albeit with little evidence preserved of major
chemical changes possibly due to magma mixing
(Fig. 2K). The large, diffuse core-areas indicate
residence in magma chambers for a sfficiently long
time and at sufficiently high temperatures to result in
the destruction of the original pattems of zoning by
diffrrsion (Pearce & Kolisnik 1990).

The 'ostair-step" effect of the zones in this crystal

marks normal--oscillatory zoning. There is typically a
sharp drop in anorthite content at the rim of the
crystals, which is attributed to supercooling during
extusion (Kuo & Kirkpatrick 1982).

In previous studies on these seamount rocks, little
within-sample variation in the Fo content of olivine
phenocrysts was found for the suite as a whole (in
12 samples, Fo varied by less than LVo Fo within a
phenocryst and by less than 37o Fo within a sample). In
addition, the olivine phenocrysts and microphenocrysts
in seamount rocls are equilibrium phases and com-
monly exhibit reverse zoning, due either to an increase
in pressure during crystallization, which produces a
higher Kp (Bender et al. 1978, Ulrner 1989), or to
magmamixing.

If the seamount rocks represent hybrid melts, the
magmas involved in the mixing process were all essen-
tially mafic tholeiitic melts with very little variation in
trace-element ratios or degree of chemical evolution,
given their chemical homogeneity compared to the
ridge rocks (Leybourne & Van Wagoner 1991).
Altematively, the textural and chemical variation in the
plagioclase phenocrysts can be accounted for by
changes in temperature and pressure during crystal-
lization.

We considered three possible explanations for the
swirly texture observed in the glassy margin of some of
the seamount rocls: mixing, diffrrsion and instrument
drift during analyses. The texture may be evidence of
two physically distinct but chemically similar liquids
frozen in the process of mixing. However, it is unclear
whether the chemical variation observed is a function
of real differences in Ca content or whether the pattems
represent instrument drift of the microprobe.
Curiously, this feature was not observed in some of the
ridge rocks such as S70ffi5, in which there is
convincing mineralogical and chemical evidence for
mixing (see below; Van Wagoner & Leybourne 1991).
The lack of textural evidence for mixing in the glass
from the ridge rocks may be due to more effective
mixing within subcrustal magma-chambers compared
to the seamount rocks, combined with rapid ascent
from the mantle in the case of the seamount rocks
compared to the ridge environment (rybourne & Van
Wagoner 1991). Alternatively, the small chemical
variations in the glass may be related to crystallization
of plagioclase microlites. The swirly texture would
then represent chemical variation in Ca and Na as a
result of dffision between crystal and adjacent host
glass.

Ridge roclcs

The ridge rocks contain a variety of megacryst and
phenocryst types that reflect a variety of processes.
Samples from West Valley North, West Valley
Cental, Sovanco Fracture Zone and Middle Ridge host
large megacrysts of plagioclase with large variations in
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An content across resorption-induced surfaces. The
megacrysts me texturally complex and commonly have
moderate to large variations in An content. These
features can be accounted for by mixing within magma
chambers. The large diffuse cores and the presence of
resorption textures in some cases indicate that the
megacrysts in these rocks had long and complex
histories, with sufficient residence-times to remove
internal zoning. The resorption surfaces and hiero-
glyphic textures in the mantle regions, combined with
moderate chemical sfuanges, suggest more than one
mixing event. The oscillatory zoning in the outer
mantle regions of some of the crystals may be a result
of convection within the magma chamber.

The zoning in the cores was probably origtnally
much sharper, but because of long periods at high
temperatures, the sharp boundaries between zones have
been eliminated. Whereas it is diffrcult to quantiff this
time period, our best estimate based on analogy with

systems is of the order of 103-1d years. The
large size of the crystals (typically l-3 mm) also is
compatible with lop€.ngriods of growrh for the
megacrysts. The movemEnr of the magma from depth
to a subvolcanic location was accompanied by strong
resorption, possibly due to pressure release or magma
mixing. Once in the subvolcanic environmen! the
crystals grew rapidly (with inegular but conformable
fine-scale zones) and then were erupted. We find it
noteworthy that the fistinsl 2qning in the rim lies upon
a prominent resorption-induced surface and can be
conelated arnong many crystals. In some cases (West
Valley North, Sovanco Fracture Zone), the com-
bination of Nomarski DIC imagsry and microprobe
data allows interpretation of the minimum number of
liquids involved in mixing and the relative riming
of the mixing events.

The textural and mineral chemical evidence is sup-
ported by the diversity in chemistry (Mg# in the range
5245) and, porphyritic nature of many of the rocfts.
Other mineralogical evidence comes from chemical
data on the olivine and clinopyroxene phenocrysts.
Van Wagoner & l,eybourne (1991) found considerable
variation among these ridge rocls (in 18 samples, Fo
varied by up to 4.5Vo Fo within a phenocryst and by up
Io 1.l%o Fo within a sample). In addition, olivine
compositions are commonly too Fo-rich to be in
equilibrium with the host glass, and clinopyroxene
phenocrysts also show variable and disequilibrium
compositions (Van Wagoner & Iryboume 1991).

The Endeavour Ridge and Middle Ridge (7123-l)
rocks are moderately evolved chemically (Mg# in the
range 57.8 - 65; Van Wagoner & Leybourne l99I),yet
contain simple phenocry$ts and microphenocrysts of
plagioclase. Their evolved compositions indicate
differentiation in magmn.trttt6ers. Magma mixing for
these systems may be so effective and robust as to
destroy any mineralogical evidence, as is the case at
other medium- and fast-spreading segments along the

ridge (Kuo & Kirkpatrick 1982).
Diffirse zones are present in the interior of the

type-l phenocryst analyzed (Frg. 3B), indicating that
this portion of the crystal has undergone coupled
ditfrrsion and is substantially older than the mantle and
rim of the crystal. In summary, type-l phenocrysts are
characterLed by a long-lived core in which diffrrsion
has destroyed any original zoning. Large chemical
changes associaled with resorption surfaces can be
attributed to magma mixing. Type-2 phenocrysts have
a distinct and strongly resorbed core lacking signs of
rehomogenization. Chemical changes across resorp-
tion-induced boundaries can be attributed to magma
mixing. Interestingly, across the major such boundary
in the type-l and type-2 crystals, there is a similar 61
content with minor chemical variation in the outer
mantle regions that can be accommodated by con-
vective overtum. The type-3 phenocrysts are all very
similar texturally and chemically (Figs. 3G-O). Small
chemical variations and "packages" of euhedral zones
separated by resorption surfaces can be accounted for
by growth in an open and convecting magma-chamber,
and are probably the norrnal consequence of crystal
growtl (Shore & Fowler, in prep.). Typically, the outer
mantle regions indicate crystal growth unintemrptedby
large-scale resorption or reaction, as shown by con-
formable zones with oscillatory 2qning @gs. 4F, I).

Type-l and type-2 phenocrysts are interpreted as
complex crystals having a xenocrystic core (An s_ro)
surrounded by mantles and a rim that are cogenetic
with the whole zoning pattems of the type-3 crystals, as
indicated by their similar chemistry. In some cases
@igs. 3D, E, D, a strongly resorbed calcic fragment
has served as a nucleus for growth of the mantle
(An66), which is inferred to have taken place in the
hybrid liquid after mixing. Two magmas are implied
for this simple-mixing model: one with Anro crystals
(now only present as a core in type-l and type-2
crystals), and a second, more evolved magnuL We did
not observe phenocrysts attributable to this second
evolved magrna, suggesting that more sodic pheno-
crysts did not survive the mixing event (Tsuchiyama
1985). This crystal shows evidence of a complex
history in the core. From the edge of the core to the rim,
there is a sharp decline in An content that may be
indicative of a steadily fractionating magma. The drop
in An content (An84-+62) at the rim of one of the crystals
is probably due to supercooling upon eruption. These
microphenocrysts also typically have a skeletal form,
indicative of rapid growth upon extrusion. The core
may have formed during transport from a magma
chamber to the surface. with minor convection in a
dyke system to produce the minor resorption-induced
surfaces.

Olivine crystals from these rocks show a variation in
chemistry (core 81.7 - 83.87o Fo, rim 80.1 -8L.2VoFo,
microphenocrysts 77.8 - 83.4Vo Fo; data from Van
Wagoner & Leyboume 1991). Because olivine re-
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equilibrates with the surrounding liquid more rapidly
than plagioclase (Fisk et al. L982), mixing is
considered to have been followed closely by eruption.
Olivine phenocrysts in these rocks also show a change
in core to rim compositions (cores 80.0 - 86.77o Fo,
rims 79.6 - 84.6Vo Fo; data from Van Wagoner &
Leybourne 1991), but most compositions of rim and
microphenocryst are similar.

The Endeavour Ridge is characterized by an axial
high 2ad voluminous volcanism (Van Wagoner &
Leybourne 1"99L). The aphyric character but
moderately fractionated compositions of these rocks
suggest that the lavas may have evolved within open-
system magma chambers. However, petrographic
evidence for magma-chamber processes was not
recorded in patterns of zoning because the rocks are
aphyric.
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